Knowledge to Fill in the Gaps.

The most direct route to the most current content.

Elsevier Reference Modules are the very best content from our Reference Works, hand selected by independent experts and continually updated—even date stamped—to reflect new research in the field. Be in the know with Elsevier Reference Modules.


The most trustworthy, up-to-date digital content.

The Elsevier Reference Modules are a searchable, up-to-date compilation of the very best content from our Reference Works.

› Continuously advancing
  Content is continuously reviewed, updated, and date stamped

› Authoritative
  Intuitive subject hierarchy, designed by an expert editorial board appointed for their stature in their field

› Cohesive
  Easy to navigate through interdisciplinary subjects contained in the Reference Modules

› ScienceDirect
  Links to relevant journal articles and book chapters on ScienceDirect for additional information and further research. Reference Modules are a primer for advancing research

Learn more at www.ReferenceModules.com
Reference Module in Food Science

Stimulate research and innovation at your institution by equipping users with the latest developments in the rapidly evolving field of Food Science.

“Food Science researchers nowadays are looking for the following features in the reference material they source — content from an authoritative and reliable source, current and topical material including real-life examples, and accessibility. The Elsevier Food Science Reference Module addresses all these key demands from the modern food scientist.

Geoffrey Smithers
Editor-in-Chief for Reference Module in Food Science
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

“Sometimes scientists tend to be very specialized in a particular area of the discipline and lose the overall contest. This module will help food scientists always have the entire perspective of the food science world.”

Valentina Trinetta
Subject Editor for Reference Module in Food Science
Ecolab, Eagan, USA

“In a time of global connectivity and widespread accessibility of online resources, it only makes sense to have an extensive and comprehensive up-to-date database covering all aspects of specific scientific disciplines. The Reference Module in Food Science will be an outstanding resource for students and academics of any discipline related to food, and the food industry alike.”

Kai Knoerzer
Subject Editor for Reference Module in Food Science
CSIRO, Australia

Numbers at a glance:
Over 2,400 articles
16 editorial board members
3,300 contributors
7,000 images

With continuously updated articles from the following 7 Reference Works in one interdisciplinary resource:

- Encyclopedia of Agriculture and Food Systems, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Meat Sciences, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Food Microbiology, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Food Safety
- Encyclopedia of Food and Health
- Encyclopedia of Food Grains, 2nd Edition

Plus new articles exclusively commissioned for the Reference Module!

When you subscribe to a Reference Module you can now access the full archive of remaining Major Reference Work content previously unavailable to Reference Module subscribers. That means your patrons can seamlessly access the current Major Reference Works content, all new and updated articles unique to the Reference Module platform, plus additional static articles that have not been updated or reviewed for currency.

ScienceDirect Get Started.